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Riding the open road with ease means the possibilities start and never seem  
to end. For you, and for the world of riders ready to take it all on.

With Can-Am Ryker, there’s no holding back on anything, especially fun.  
You’re set to feel more thrills every time you ride.

Easy to start, easy to ride, and easy on the eyes, you’re able to enjoy the roads 
ahead and the freedom you’ll find at every stop along the way.

Can-Am Ryker is your personalized ride in more ways than one with 
customizable visual and functional accessories, plus a simple tool-free way  

to adjust your riding style at any time.

Why just ride when you can Ride Like No Other?
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PRICED TO EXCITE

An unreal ride at an unreal price. It’s easy to get your 
Can-Am Ryker on the open road and ride your way. 
Visit canamryker.com for price details.

DESIGNED FOR FUN

Now that you can ride easy, you can let loose  
on the road with a dynamic riding experience.  
An optimized centre of gravity with a lower seating 
position ensures you can smirk through tight turns 
and own every curve.

RIDE EASY

Automatic, intuitive twist-and-go transmission  
and no gear shifting mean it’s a breeze to unleash 
your Can-Am Ryker, whether you’re a new rider  
or a motorhead. Add in peace-of-mind tech like  
a Vehicle Stability System (VSS) and you’re always 
ready to ride with confidence.

MADE TO MAKE YOURS

Easy-to-add accessories like colour panels and 
hood accents transform your ride’s visual style, 
while functional accessories switch up your ride 
with purpose. Add in tool-free adjustable foot 
pegs and handlebar and your Can-Am Ryker can 
adjust to anyone of any shape or size, and from 
one rider to two.

THE 2019 CAN-AM RYKER
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EASE MEETS EXCITEMENT  
WITH BUILT-IN TECHNOLOGIES

TWIST & GO

With an automatic transmission and a reverse 
function, there’s no gear changing and no worries. 
Just twist and go to get all of the performance you 
want with the fuel efficiency you need. 

POWERED BY

No matter what model you choose, you’ll take on 
the open road with the power and performance of 
a proven Rotax 600 or 900 ACE™ engine.

STABILITY MEETS CONTROL

With a dual front wheel and single rear wheel 
design, you’ll always ride with stability and control. 
The Vehicle Stability System featuring advanced 
tech like Anti-lock Braking System, Stability 
Control System, and Traction Control System, 
provides the confidence to ride easy. See more at 
CanAmRyker.com/Technologies

A FIT FOR YOU

Can-Am Ryker’s industry-first tool-free UFit™ System 
helps you simply adjust your ride’s foot pegs and 
handlebar to your height and riding style in under 
a minute, so you can get riding in no time.

ENGINEERED TO BE ECO-FRIENDLY

With a lighter vehicle thanks to minimal parts 
made of durable, recyclable materials, every single 
Can-Am Ryker is designed and engineered to be 
eco-friendly, so you get a more affordable vehicle 
with outstanding quality and a greener footprint.

ROTAX 900 ACE ENGINE

ROTAX 600 ACE ENGINE
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PERSONALIZE YOUR RIDE

1  PICK YOUR MODEL

First, pick the Can-Am Ryker that’s right for you 
and your style. Choose between the Can-Am Ryker 
for a dynamic on-road riding experience, or the 
Can-Am Ryker Rally Edition™ model to escape 
paved roads and discover new playgrounds.

3  ADD A TOUCH OF STYLE

Make them take notice of your Can-Am Ryker  
with unique style accessories made to swap out  
in no time. Add the colour panels, wheel accents, 
and hood that scream your style.

Download the industry-first Can-Am Ryker  
Ride Builder App, featuring Augmented Reality,  
to customize a ride you’ll be proud to show off all 
day and all night. CanAmRyker.com/App

2  POWER UP WITH AN ENGINE

Power up your Can-Am Ryker with the Rotax 600 
ACE engine, or step up to the Rotax 900 ACE 
engine for more horses for increased performance. 
The powerful Rotax 900 ACE engine comes 
standard on the Can-Am Ryker Rally Edition.

4  ACCESSORIZE WITH PURPOSE

Transform your ride in no time with our extensive 
collection of functional accessories, including a 
Passenger Comfort Seat, Tank Bag, and Top Case, 
all designed with quick customization and added 
utility in mind. 

DOWNLOAD THE CAN-AM RYKER  
RIDE BUILDER
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CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO CAN-AM RYKER MODELS 

CAN-AM RYKER

Rule the road with an adrenaline-charged on-road 
riding experience like no other.

Choose between two types of engine and get set for 
the perfect combination of peace of mind, stability, 
and performance.

CAN-AM RYKER RALLY EDITION 

With versatility that knows no bounds and 
additional standard features, you can take your  
ride outside the lines. Feel the rush of sport style 
drifting in Rally Mode with protection from the 
unpredictable elements.

Adventure with a plussed-up fun factor and peace 
of mind when you take on the unpaved roads and 
make more playgrounds yours.

SHOWN WITH ADRENALINE RED CLASSIC PANELS SHOWN WITH INTENSE BLACK CLASSIC PANELS
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CAN-AM RYKER 

All day and all night you’ve got everything you need 
and then some to take on the open road for the most 
exciting on-road riding experience you’ve ever had.
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STANDARD FEATURES  
SET THE STANDARD 

CAN-AM RYKER
Regardless of riding experience, you’re set to 
experience a thrill-seeking, personalizable experience 
like no other.

With a choice between a proven Rotax 600 or 900 
ACE engine, you’ll rule the road with increased 
performance and unparalleled reliability, thanks to 
the combination of power and control.

Add in personalization and customization options 
from top to bottom and you’ll always feel the 
freedom of doing it all your way. 

CHOOSE YOUR CAN-AM RYKER ENGINE

Rotax 600 ACE in-line 2 cylinders

Rotax 900 ACE in-line 3 cylinders• Tool-free UFit system

• 11.4 cm wide Digital Display

• Glovebox space (7 L) including 2 USB ports

•  Your choice of Classic Panel kit

•  Eco Mode and Sport Mode with the Rotax 900 
ACE engine

• Automatic transmission

• Vehicle Stability System

* Optional MAX Mount increases carrying capacity  
of goods and allows passenger capabilities with 
the optional Passenger Seat.
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CAN-AM RYKER RALLY EDITION 

Take your ride off of the pavement and unleash  
it on even more playgrounds. Flip on Rally Mode  
for an unparalleled drifting experience on gravel, 
or whatever else comes your way.
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READY TO RALLY
With a rugged yet stylish look, you can quickly 
escape the asphalt any time. Flip on Rally Mode for 
the ultimate way to unleash your Can-Am Ryker 
Rally Edition. You’ve got all of the capability needed 
to start drifting while in Rally Mode and take on  
the unpaved roads you didn’t even know existed. 

CAN-AM RYKER  
RALLY EDITION
Push the limits of freedom off the pavement with 
the Can-Am Ryker Rally Edition.

With increased capability, versatility, protection  
and comfort, you’re loaded with everything you 
need to easily own all roads. Damper allows 2.5 cm 
of extra suspension travel and preload adjustability 
on the rear. A rear carrying structure makes it 
possible to carry more along the way and add a 
second rider when the Passenger Seat is added. 
All-road adapted rally tires deliver higher durability 
and more precise response for improved handling. 

FEATURES

• Rotax 900 ACE in-line 3 cylinder engine

•  Your choice of Classic Panel kit 

•  Front grille protection for the radiator against  
the unpaved

•  Skid plate for protection underneath your vehicle 
against rocks and dirt

•  Rally seat with extra foam for improved comfort 
on all roads

•  Structural hand guards for even more protection 
against whatever gets thrown your way

•  Front & rear suspension capable of taking on all roads

•  Rear adjustable damper allows for extra comfort 
on unpaved roads

•  All-road adapted rally tires with reinforced rims

•  MAX Mount 
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CHOOSE 
YOUR 
COLOURS

1   PANELS

CLASSIC SERIES   $124.99*

 INTENSE BLACK – 219400803 

 ADRENALINE RED – 219400804 

 YELLOW SHOCK – 219400928

EPIC SERIES   $309.99*

 IMMORTAL WHITE – 219400805

 CARBON BLACK – 219400809

 LIQUID STEEL – 219400923 

EXCLUSIVE SERIES  
PANEL KIT**   $439.99*

  ORANGE BLAZE – 219400925

  HAZE BLUE – 219400924

  ELECTRIC YELLOW – 219400926

  MIDNIGHT RED – 219400808

  ARMY GREEN – 219400929

  HERITAGE WHITE – 219400927

(INCLUDES EXCLUSIVE HOOD ACCENT)

2   CLASSIC HOOD ACCENT◊ 
$59.99

 INTENSE BLACK – 219400873

 ADRENALINE RED – 219400874

 YELLOW SHOCK – 219400875

3   EPIC HOOD   $239.99

 CARBON BLACK – 219400877

 IMMORTAL WHITE – 219400876

4   WHEEL DECALS◊◊    

$39.99 (INCLUDES 3 DECALS)

 IMMORTAL WHITE – 219400861

 ADRENALINE RED – 219400921

 ARMY GREEN – 219400922

 HAZE BLUE – 219400933

 ORANGE BLAZE – 219400934

 ELECTRIC YELLOW – 219400935 

EASY-TO-ADD 
ACCESSORIES 
Keep your Can-Am Ryker looking fresh ride after ride 
with unique style accessories designed to easily swap 
out, including panels, wheel accents, wheel decals, 
and hoods. Classic Panels come standard with the 
option to upgrade to the Epic or Exclusive Series.

5   WHEEL ACCENTS◊◊    

$64.99 (INCLUDES 15 ACCENTS)

 INTENSE BLACK – 219400825

 ADRENALINE RED – 219400920

6   GAUGE SPOILER   $99.99

 BLACK – 219400818

 
7   GAUGE SPOILER DECAL  

$39.99

 IMMORTAL WHITE – 219400916

 ADRENALINE RED – 219400917

 ARMY GREEN – 219400918

 HAZE BLUE – 219400936

 ORANGE BLAZE – 219400937

 ELECTRIC YELLOW – 219400938

 
8   REAR SPOILER◊◊   $74.99

 INTENSE BLACK – 219400869

 ADRENALINE RED – 219400870

 YELLOW SHOCK – 219400871
See your authorized Can-Am dealer or visit canamryker.com/shop to see all available colour options. *Price when sold separately.  
**The Exclusive Panel Kits are available in limited quantities. ◊Incompatible with LED Auxiliary Light. ◊◊Incompatible with Rally Edition model. 
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ACCESSORIZE WITH PURPOSE 
Add personalization that pops and transform your  
ride thanks to our extensive collection of functional 
accessories. The Passenger Comfort Seat for 2-up 
seating, Driver Comfort Seat, Tank Bag, and Top Case 
are all designed with quick customization in mind. 

1   FOLDABLE PASSENGER BACKREST 
219400843 – $359.99
Offers extra passenger comfort. Conveniently 
folds away.

2    PASSENGER SHORT RAIL 
219400801 – $239.99
Enhances lower lumbar support.

3   LINQ† TOP CASE
219400764 – $249.99
16 L of rugged, securely mounted,  
weatherproof storage.

4   SMARTPHONE HOLDER
219400841 – $99.99
RAM† Mount X-Grip system ensures secure 
smartphone attachment.

5    PASSENGER COMFORT SEAT 
219400750 – $499.99
Generous padding for added comfort.  
The MAX Mount is required for installation.

6   DRIVER COMFORT SEAT 
219400795 – $349.99
Generous padding for extra driver comfort.  
Wider and higher than stock seat.

7   MAX MOUNT
219400800 – $369.99
Easy-to-install, road-rugged, one-piece cast 
aluminum construction.

8   SADDLEBAG RACK
219400856 – $124.99
Ultra-sturdy, long distance-durable aluminum 
construction. 

9   SHAD† HARD SADDLEBAG
219400844 – $299.99
Waterproof, shock-resistant storage with  
36 L capacity. The Saddlebag Rack is required  
for installation.

10   KNEE PADS
219400833 – $124.99
Soft, closed-cell polyurethane construction 
designed for enhanced knee comfort.

11    FOX† PERFORMANCE SERIES REAR SUSPENSION*
219400799 – $999.99
Quick Switch compression adjustment for  
better comfort and handling. 

12   SPORT GRIPS
219400810 (BLACK) – 219400919 (RED) – $44.99 
Improve your grip for a better ride.

13   ALUMINUM HANDGUARDS
219400812 – $94.99
Get extra protection for your hands.

14   HANDGUARD DEFLECTORS
219400894 – $84.99 
For more hand protection in all conditions. 
Requires Aluminum Handguards for installation.

15   HANDGUARD LIGHTING
219400820 – $164.99
Customize night rides with a uniquely  
personal touch. Requires Aluminum Handguards 
for installation.

16   TANK BAG
219400762 – $114.99
Convenient easy-access storage at your fingertips.

17   ADJUSTABLE SPORT WINDSHIELD
219400771 – $249.99
Enjoy extra protection from upper-body  
wind blast.

18   CROSS-STYLE HANDLEBAR 
219400847 – $124.99
Optimizes ergonomics for superior comfort.

19   LED AUXILIARY LIGHT
219400848 – $359.99
Enjoy a more visible night-riding experience.

20   SWAYBAR
219400819 – $184.99
Helps reduce roll while heightening control  
and responsiveness when taking a corner.

21   A-ARM PROTECTOR
219400863 – $159.99
Offers extra protection on all road surfaces.

22   SPLASH GUARD
219400817 – $174.99
Simple and innovative design that works  
to protect against lower body splashing.

23   FOX PERFORMANCE SERIES FRONT SUSPENSION*
219400798 – $1,114.99
Quick switch rebound adjustment for better 
comfort and handling. 

NOT SHOWN:

PASSENGER SEAT
219400842 – $349.99
Designed to transform a 1-up to a 2-up 
configuration in minutes. The MAX Mount  
is required for installation. 

SPORT HANDLEBAR
219400813 – $119.99
Performance-focused straight handlebar design. 

HELMET BAG 
219400765 – $84.99
Allows you to lock your helmet onto the seat. 
Doubles as rain guard for seat.

MAX MOUNT TRIM* 
219400939 – $19.99 
Stylish way to round out the appearance when  
no passenger seat is installed. 

SHAD SADDLEBAG LINER 
219400959 – $59.99
Designed expressly for SHAD Hard Saddlebag  
to provide extra convenience.

2-UP REAR SPRING* 
219400974 – $89.99 
Recommended for occasional and frequent  
2-up riding. Incompatible with FOX Rear Suspension.

OUTDOOR COVER 
219400797 – $204.99
Rugged all-weather protection perfect for 
temporary vehicle storage.

GPS HOLDER KIT 
219400796 – $274.99 
219400940 (NO HARNESS) – $214.99
GPS Garmin† Zumo 590 mount.

 
*Incompatible with Rally Edition model.
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MEN’S CAN-AM RIDING GEAR

Life meets style with the men’s Can-Am Ryker 
collection, designed to keep you looking fresh all 
day and all night, on the road or on the town.

CAN-AM LEATHER JACKET 
440828 – $499.99

Fully removable 
shoulder, elbow & 
spine protectors. 
Premium-quality 
cowhide with YKK† 
zipper opening.

STAR CAP 
447649 – $29.99

Comfortable  
and breathable  
cotton fabric. 
Size-adjustment tab. 

CAN-AM KEVLAR†  
DENIM SHIRT 
440838 – $169.99

Shirt-style comfort  
with premium jacket 
safety features 
including reinforced 
shoulders and elbows.

CAN-AM LEATHER GLOVES 
446312 – $89.99

Fine-grain leather. 
High-density hinged 
knuckle protector offers 
added protection.

STAR HOODIE 
454202 – $89.99

Comfortable, 
breathable, and durable 
cotton/polyester blend 
with roomy 
hand-warmer pocket.

CAN-AM MESH GLOVES 
446315 – $39.99

Lightweight air 
mesh fabric build 
delivers exceptional 
comfort, ventilation, 
and flexibility.

VIBE HOODIE 
454205 – $109.99

Comfortable, 
breathable, and durable 
cotton/polyester blend. 
Equipped with a full 
front zipper.

CAN-AM TEXTILE JACKET 
440829 – $289.99

Engineered for 
practicality, tailored  
for durability &  
visibility.

CAN-AM N21 DURANGO OPEN 
FACE HELMET – UNISEX
448481 – $239.99 

MATTE BLACK

Minimalist retro design. 
Super-strong  
lightweight Lexan† 
polycarbonate shell.

CAN-AM N40-5 JET  
HELMET – UNISEX 
448572 – $304.99 

WHITE, MAGNESIUM, MATTE BLACK

Ultra-wide 
scratch-resistant visor. 
Multi-adjustable, 
anti-fog with UV400 
protection.

CAN-AM N87 FULL FACE 
HELMET – UNISEX 
448592 – $359.99 

BLACK, MATTE BLACK

Engineered for superior 
anti-glare, anti-fog 
capability. Exclusive 
AirBooster† technology 
drives innovative 
ventilation system.

ALL HELMETS ARE DOT CERTIFIED.

Protection meets style with the 
Can-Am helmet collection. Find  
the helmet that keeps you safe  
and keeps them staring.

SHOP THE FULL COLLECTION AT 

CANAMRYKER.COM/SHOP

CAMO TEE 
454193 – $29.99

Comfortable and 
breathable cotton 
fabric.

RIDE TEE 
454196 – $29.99

Comfortable and 
breathable cotton 
fabric.

URBAN TEE 
454197 – $34.99

Comfortable and 
breathable cotton 
fabric.

CAN-AM MESH JACKET 
440842 – $229.99

Breathable, flexible 
comfort ideal for fair 
weather rides. 
Napoleon† pocket  
with built-in easy  
MP3 access.

VIBE TEE 
454194 – $29.99

Comfortable and 
breathable cotton 
fabric.

STAR TEE 
454195 – $29.99

Comfortable and 
breathable cotton 
fabric.

CAMO CAP 
447668 – $29.99

Comfortable cotton/
polyester blend. 
Size-adjustment tab.
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WOMEN’S CAN-AM RIDING GEAR

Take on the day and own the night with women’s  
Can-Am Ryker collection designed to stand out  
whether your hand’s on the throttle or far from it.

CAN-AM TEXTILE JACKET 
440839 – $269.99

Hybrid leather and 
water-resistant outer 
shell. Comfortable  
and flattering fit.

IDENTI-TEE 
454198 – $29.99

Comfortable, 
breathable, and 
stretchable cotton/
spandex blend.

CAN-AM LEATHER GLOVES 
446314 – $89.99

Fine-grain leather.  
High-impact moulded 
knuckle protector offers 
added protection.

CAN-AM MESH GLOVES 
446316 – $39.99

Lightweight air mesh 
fabric build delivers 
exceptional comfort, 
ventilation, and 
flexibility.

STAR HOODIE 
454206 – $109.99

Comfortable, 
breathable and durable 
cotton/polyester blend. 
Equipped with a full 
front zipper.

CAN-AM MESH JACKET 
440843 – $229.99

Breathable, flexible 
comfort ideal for fair 
weather rides. Easily 
adjusts for better 
flexibility and fit.

RIDE TEE 
454204 – $29.99

Comfortable, 
breathable, and 
stretchable cotton/
spandex blend.

RIDE CAP 
447681 – $29.99

Comfortable  
and breathable  
cotton fabric. 
Size-adjustment tab.

SHOP THE FULL COLLECTION AT 

CANAMRYKER.COM/SHOP

CAN-AM ALL ELEMENT DRY 
BACKPACK BY OGIO† 
469302 – $159.99

UNISEX.  
100% waterproof  
roll-top construction.  
26 L capacity.  
Back panel allows airflow 
to keep rider cool.

CAN-AM BEANIE 
447689 – $39.99 

BLACK, HEATHER GREY

UNISEX. Comfortable 
acrylic jersey knit.

RAIN PANTS 
440841 – $69.99

UNISEX. Lightweight, 
waterproof, windproof, 
Teflon-treated Nylon  
PVC fabric.

RAIN JACKET 
440840 – $134.99

UNISEX. Waterproof, 
windproof, and 
UV-resistant 
Teflon†-treated Nylon 
PVC fabric.
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GET YOUR LICENSE & GET RIDING

The three-wheel riding course gets you on the open 
road sooner at an affordable price.

Certified instructors teach you:

• How to minimize risk 

• Basic vehicle control

• Throttle control

• Straight line riding

• Turning and shifting

• Quick stops and evasive maneuvering

Get all of the info: CanAmOnRoad.com/LearnToRide

LET NOTHING HOLD YOU BACK
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EXPLORE AN ENTIRE WORLD OF ADVENTURE WITH ALL OF OUR BRP PRODUCTS. BRP.COM

To find a dealer near you, call 1-888-864-2002 or visit our website at canamryker.com ©2018 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. (BRP). All rights reserved. ®, TM and the BRP logo are 
trademarks of BRP or its affiliates. In the U.S.A., products are distributed by BRP US Inc. †All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. BRP reserves the right to discontinue  
or change specifications, prices, designs, features, models or equipment without incurring obligation. Some models depicted may include optional equipment. Vehicle performance may vary 
depending on weather, temperature, altitude, riding ability and rider/passenger’s weight. Always pay careful attention to the road and do not use BRP Connect features under conditions that will 
affect your safety or the safety of others. This technology is not a substitute for attentive driving and requires compatible device, operating system, and mobile apps. Carefully read the operator’s 
guide and safety instructions. Observe applicable laws and regulations. Riding and alcohol/drugs don’t mix. Printed in Canada.

CAN-AM RYKER CAN-AM RYKER CAN-AM RYKER RALLY EDITION

ENGINE
Rotax 600 ACE in-line 2 cylinders,  

liquid-cooled with electronic fuel injection  
and electronic throttle control

Rotax 900 ACE in-line 3 cylinders,  
liquid-cooled with electronic fuel injection  

and electronic throttle control

Rotax 900 ACE in-line 3 cylinders,  
liquid-cooled with electronic fuel injection  

and electronic throttle control

POWER 35 kW (47 hp) @ 7,300 RPM 57.5 kW (77 hp) @ 7,100 RPM 57.5 kW (77 hp) @ 7,100 RPM

TORQUE 47 Nm (34.6 lb-ft) @ 6,200 RPM 76 Nm (56 lb-ft) @ 6,300 RPM 76 Nm (56 lb-ft) @ 6,300 RPM

TRANSMISSION Automatic (CVT) with reverse Automatic (CVT) with reverse

FRONT 
SUSPENSION

SACHS† Twin-tube coil-over shocks KYB† HPG with preload adjustment

REAR 
SUSPENSION

SACHS twin-tube coil-over shock with preload adjustments 
KYB HPG with remote reservoir  

4-position compression adjustable damping 
and preload adjustment

L x W x H
2,352 x 1,509 x 1,062 mm  

(92.6 x 59.4 x 41.8 in.) 
2,352 x 1,509 x 1,062 mm  

(92.6 x 59.4 x 41.8 in.) 

DRY WEIGHT 594 lb (270 kg) 616 lb (280 kg) 627 lb (285 kg)

CARGO 7 L (Glove box – 1.85 gal) 7 L (Glove box – 1.85 gal)

FUEL CAPACITY 20 L (5.28 gal) 20 L (5.28 gal)

STANDARD 
FEATURES

Choice of Classic Panel kit 
11.4 cm Digital Display
Vehicle Stability System
Dual USB plug
Tool-free UFit System

Choice of Classic Panel kit 
11.4 cm Digital Display
Vehicle Stability System
Dual USB plug
Tool-free UFit System
Driving modes: Eco Mode & Sport Mode

Choice of Classic Panel kit 
11.4 cm Digital Display
Vehicle Stability System
Dual USB Plug
Tool-free UFit System
Driving modes:  
Eco Mode, Sport Mode, Rally Mode
Rally Tires
Reinforced Rims
Front Grille Protection
Skid Plate
Hand Guards
Rear Carrying Structure
Rally Seat
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